JOSHUA +
CHAGANI

OBJECTIVE
To grow professionally and creatively in multimedia
by combining my knowledge and experience in digital
design, editing, video production, programming,
website development, and motion graphics.

EDUCATION

http://joshuachagani.com

+ ELON UNIVERSITY, 2007—2011

joshchagani@gmail.com

BA in Communications
Minor in Computing Sciences
Member of prestigious Communications
Honor Society, Lambda Pi Eta

772.245.2331

EXPERIENCE
+ BERKLEE ONLINE, 2016—Present

+ WAVY-TV/WVBT LIN MEDIA, 2011—2012

Video Producer
		Create marketing and course content for all of Berklee Online
		Implemented a Shared Area Network to aid our in-house
		 production and editing
		 Devised a consistent workflow for live broadcasts and 360° video

Promotions Assistant
		Fundamental in obtaining and easing transition from
		 shooting with a news camera to shooting with a DSLR
		 Responsible for conceptualizing, writing, producing,
		 shooting, and editing news pieces, PSA’s, and commercials

+ MEIJER, 2015—2016

+ REAL WOMEN, REAL STORIES: TERESA, 2012

Communications Support Specialist
		 Created content for company-wide messages utilizing: digital
		 screens, posters, videos, and applications
		Produced, shot, edited, and distributed numerous in-house videos
		featuring Meijer’s president and executive leaders
		 Facilited the development of an employee-only mobile application

+ WOOD-TV/WOTV/WXSP LIN MEDIA, 2012—2015
Promotions Producer (2012-2014), Digital Media Manager (2014-2015)
		Responsible for conceptualizing, writing, producing,
		shooting, and editing news pieces, PSAs, and commercials
		Created and implemented a streamlined editing workflow now
		 used throughout the department
		Maintain brand consistency across different stations
		Flourish under extreme pressure in a deadline driven environment
		Create web content for WOTV
		Co-wrote, shot, edited, and produced daily segments of
		 “Jordan in LA” during Oscar week in Los Angeles 2013 and 2014

FREELANCE
+ WEBSITE DEVELOPER, 2012—Present
		Designed, coded, and am personally hosting over a dozen websites,
		 including: JoshuaChagani.com, RandomRespawn.com,
		 SantaParadeGR.com, GRJaycees.com, JoshuaVsTheWorld.com,
		 DaveBisson.com, and AUTUSPartners.com

+ HITFIX, 2015
		Created 3D animations for their 2015 Oscar coverage
		 Researched, wrote, and edited daily topical videos ranging from
		 “8 Horror Movies We’re Actually Looking Forward to in 2016” to
		 “2 Minute History of Julia Roberts”

+ WESTERN MICHIGAN UNIVERSITY, 2014
		Composited and animated their 2014 Holiday Card in After Effects
		Created all graphics in Illustrator

Audio Mixer, Editor, Shooter
		Documentary aired prime-time on ABC WOTV about one
		 Teresa’s struggle with breast cancer and how
		 mammograms may not be enough to detect breast cancer

+ ELON UNIVERSITY, 2007—2011
Edit Lab Manager
		Shot, edited, and designed a template for Elon University’s
		 commencement ceremony for use in future videos
		Taught Final Cut Pro workshops to various levels

AWARDS
+ PromaxBDA, 2013, 2014
Silver Winner
		General Branding for Non-News Station Image

+ MICHIGAN ASSOCIATION OF BROADCASTERS, 2012
Merit Winner
		Marketing Materials and Promos

+ SPRITE REFRESHING FILMS CHALLENGE, 2011
Winner, Script Writing
		One of six original scripts chosen in the nation by Sprite
		 that was made into a short film, which played in over
		 23,000 theaters across the USA

OTHER SHENANIGANS
+ RANDOM RESPAWN, 2013—Present
Co-Creator
		Record, edit, upload, and maintain podcasts, which
		 can be found on iTunes, and video content for our 20k
		YouTube subscribers

